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Title: InsanZ - Dr.Test
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
SimplexGameStudio
Publisher:
SimplexGameStudio
Release Date: 15 May, 2015

a09c17d780
Minimum:
OS: WINDOWS XP,VISTA,7,8,8.1
Processor: Pentium 4 2.66 Ghz (or equivalent)
Memory: 3 GB RAM
Graphics: ATI or NVidia card 512 MB RAM
DirectX: Version 9.0c
Storage: 1 GB available space
Sound Card: DirectX 9.0 compatible Sound Card
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I loved this game. So cute and quirky. The art was nice. I wish the story was a little deeper but Im still happy with what I got. I
hope there will be sequels in the future that might be a little deeper and have a little more exploration in them. I feel that a game
about a B&B for the dead could have been a little darker at times, and I would have liked a little more insite to the ghosts.
. You pay 20 dollars and the game is still super buggy. I believe the price should be dropped to 5 or 10 max considering you
barely get any characters out of it. I suggest that the people who payed 20 on it gets a 10-15 dollar refund on their purchase if
the price is dropped because it is absurd to be this high. I regret buying pack but I can't get a refund on it due to my hours on the
game and due to the fact it is DLC. Big mistake on my part, don't get it until they drop the price!. Tom Clancy's Endwar
presents unique addition to the RTS genre, breaking new ground with many concepts yet unprecedented at the time of its
release. Featuring unique, relatively balanced gameplay, a fairly competent AI, exceptional graphics, RPG-style combat unit
upgrading system, and a voice command interface, the game presents an attractive addition to an RTS enthusiast's library.
The game is set in the near future, in which the Middle East's oil market has long since collapsed due to nuclear fallout, causing
worldwide increase in oil prices - and thus a worlwide state of panic. Russia, having taken advantage of the Middle East's
collapse, is quickly becoming the world leader in oil production. The United States and European Union are rushing to complete
superweapons capable of rendering nuclear weapons obsolete, while Russia initiates the largest martial buildup since the Cold
War. Tension is quickly building up. The world as we know it is falling into chaos. The stage is set. 'Let the end begin.'
Tom Clancy's EndWar was a fresh, entertaining game when it was released, and still retains its charm even today. The game is
well worth the $10, and has a good deal of replay value. If you're looking for decent RTS featuring a fresh perspective and
gameplay, this game is certainly worth looking into.
Edited 8/15/15, removed formatting.. This is one of those games you get for free and immediately realize why.
Floaty controls, boring gameplay, graphics that belong in 2004 and a soundtrack that consists of maybe 4 rock loops.
Stay away.. Good mechanics, lots of potential. You destroy other spaceships and fulfill missions, and pick up scrap from them
along the way to better your own spaceship (and I believe, build your own fleet along the way with AI modules.) What's not to
like?
Friendly, responsive dev.
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Contains game breaking bugs. Was unable to continue past the first level as the warpgate never spawned. Other bugs were
problematic including being able to "repair" your ship and spend resources at max life (thus just costing resources for no gain)
and a few other collision issues. The controls are a bit clunky too, there is no tutorial, and there isn't much depth (at least from
what I experienced). The game is fun for a few minutes, but the inability to continue the game just makes it pointless.. This
DLC adds three missions (one Human, two Goo) that add some much-needed content and depth to the (good but short) single
player campaign.
Story-wise we get an insight on what happened to Singleton, the origin of the Goo and our first glimpse at the Silent Ones, who
seem like they're going to be the next faction to be introduced to Grey Goo.
Everything that was good about the original game returns, with new elements in these missions including:
- Singleton as the first hero unit in the game during one mission (funnily enough, in-game he's taller than a human tank)
- The first 'make do with the units you get' mission
- Whereas in the original campaign you could use your Mother Goo as nothing more than a base if you wanted to, this time,
you'll *have* to use your Mother Goo in combat
- The first time Goo are pitted against each other in the campaign
All in all a nice little expansion, hopefully more will come so more of our questions can be answered, such as: "Will Specialist
Redgrave finally get that blood off his face?". i wanted to wait until i finished the game entirely to write a review, but i couldn't.
it was just so incredibly good. it's rare that i take the time to write a full length review for a game and not just a few sentences as
a joke.
shining song starnova is the story of 7 idols, all with troubled pasts, who come together to try and make it big. you play as the
producer* who's nameless and just goes by producer but like. whatever. it's funny and it works. the fact that this vn is het was
initially a turn off for me. i typically only play gl stuff. i'm a lesbian, i dont wanna love women as a man. i wanna love women as
a woman! but im a sucker for idols so i gave in anyways.
*Note: the main creator of the vn stated that while they would have liked to make this a gl vn, the producer being male worked
with the main theme of this visual novel: corruption in the idol industry. that made me feel a whole lot better about things! it
really wouldn't have been the same had the producer been a woman
the main route is really good. most common routes before it branches off tend to be boring but it was actually really really
good?? it took me ~20 hours to read through it with a few breaks in between.
eventually you reach a point where you can pick which route you want to pursue, i.e. picking a center for the future of the
group. sasami's can only be completed once you've finished the other 6 routes. i'm assuming hers is like the true end which
definitely fits with the story. i remember thinking the whole way through that she's the most logical pick for the center.
as of now i've only completed mariya and mika's routes, so i can't speak for them all, but just those two were absolutely
AMAZING. i got to know their characters really well and connect with them even more than i had in the main route.
each route is completely unique and tells a totally different story of where starnova could go as a group. there's no overlap
whatsoever, so no need to skip through tons of text. i really really love that about this vn. the girls are all unique and have
different pasts, so logically their stories and the way they lead the unit would be different as well. i can't wait to play the other
routes!!
all in all, i would absolutely recommend picking this up if you love visual novels and/or idols!!! i'm having a blast with it and i'm
super excited to finish it completely!!
(i got it on sale but it's absolutely worth the full price!). I think a great addition to the game would be a bank. The bank would
allow you to give you loans. It should be located in the computer. Loans would make the game so much easier, so you could start
off and not struggle to survive.. I've tried many new steam games across 2 different accounts. Early access and other new games.
It kind of seems like someone thought they could make something work out of this engine (maybe because Dead by Daylight
actually became very popular) but even after only a couple hours of playing this I can tell you I'm pretty sure I will not be
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launching it again.
The interface is trash. You cant walk everywhere and movement, weapon animation and control is trash. Unfortunate. I waisted
my money. I am only writing this review to hopefully save someone else $15.99. Not worth it.. The game is so bad.Dont't trust
treiler!. It Lurks Below is a great action game with some light RPG elements and a few building features.
I say light, because the choices are straightforward and very clear what benefit they will provide. If you increase the level of a
skill it gets better. If you gain more attack power you hit harder. That being said, just like every game that has these features you
will be able to find combinations of items that work better that others.
One skill pulls in all the enemies of the room? Cleaving attacks are the best bet.
Need to shoot around corners? Use your reflective wand, or arcing.
The game can be punishing to newer players. If you don't know how to manage your farms, or you spend too much time before
gathering more ressources you may end up starving to death. Thankfully the different difficulty modes help provide a better
experience if you don't want to deal with certain aspects of survival.
Descent is a great alternative, but you wouldn't be able to heal while you sleep. Passive recovery, potions and regenerative
affixes are more necessary. You will also be missing the buffs that certain food combinations have provided.
Creative has all the benefits of survival, without the hunger and fatigue.
If potential time investment is important to you then consider the following.
It only takes 4h to reach the bottom of normal difficulty, but that is not the end. Each new difficulty adds new attack patterns
and monsters to the areas and bosses. It keeps it fresh and challenging.
The crystal system adds an addictive loop to your gear upgrades. The hard choices come when you have a fantastic unique
crystal, but also want a higher tier armor. What will you sacrifice?
Rings need some love. Personally there are only a few that are interesting to me.
At the time I am writing this review I have 170+ hours in the game and see myself playing for even longer. If you only want to
go through everything once it is maybe 20-30 hours to get through all of the difficulties on a single character.
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=7m05WnqmCnE. Hello fellow bikers, So i bought this
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 game today due to it being 80% off big cammy told me to get it! Turns out the
sad\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665loves the game regardless to the fact it is pure dog wank i wouldnt even install it if
it was for free only people who would buy and play this game are people who fit carpets for a living proper poorper game! PS
its 2019 not 2014 i dont care for the 2014 players #GETAGRIP #IWANTTODIENOW #WASTEOF3POUND

Guys who will comment about it being only 3pound listen it feels like i paid \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665inf 3pound ripp
off\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665also tried controller still wank.. I was experiencing technical difficulties
with this game, they offered me assistance and helped me fixing the issue sending me a custom built, even though 4:3 monitors
aren't that common anymore, and therefore fixing this problem would impact only a small percentage of their players.
Nonetheless, incredible care from their side, I haven't tried the game yet as I'm still having problems with my issues, but they're
promtly helping me to solve the problem the game is exactly as advertised, I find it quite challenging but it's probably all about
getting used to it (I played barely 5 minutes at this time); as final note, several other review point out how the game is relatively
short and can be beated in a few hours, considered the price tag and the care the developers have for the customers, if you
remotely like the concept, I think it's definitely worth to support them.
Get a copy for yourself and gift one to the friend(s) you think might enjoy this: rkd.zone deserves it!. Welcome to, yet, another
cash-grab indie horror game.
The Spirit Underneath, not only starts the game with the company's logo with errors in it, starts with the game title not even
complete on the main menu. The menu's background is also just a screenshot of the game because you can see the hud!
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The game was made in Game-Guru and only uses stock assets like normal. There are broken textures, or untextured things,
throughout the game. The game seems as if it should have been free on Gamejolt or Itch.io, but was released here instead
because they knew they could.
This game shouldn't cost money. It really shouldn't. I don't know why or how this does, but it does. I was able to get out of the
map and there are bunny enemies for no reason once for a few seconds. Why? What's the purpose?
I really wish devs would understand that they can show off their work for free first then release their product after people see
what they can do.
Here is a full playthrough of both endings on my channel:
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=mRNnjeXjclM
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